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ROLE OF THE GENERALIZED LIPSCHITZ CONDITION IN FINITE-TIME 
STABILITY AND IN THE DERIVATION OF THE MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE
S. D. Agashe+
Summary:
The main purpose of this report is to show how important the 
generalized Lipschitz condition is in proving certain properties of 
varied solutions of differential equations. These are particularly use­
ful in consideration of finite-time stability and in deriving the 
Pontryagin Maximum Principle.
It is shown that if a system satisfies a generalized Lipschitz 
condition in the state variables, it is finite-time stable with respect 
to the initial state. If it satisfies a generalized Lipschitz condition 
in the control, it is finite-time stable with respect to the control.
In deriving the Maximum Principle using the Calculus of Varia­
tions approach, an implicit assumption is made that for sufficiently 
small variations of the optimum control, the terminal conditions of the 
problem can still be met. This assumption is shown to be valid if a 
generalized Lipschitz condition is satisfied.
+Coordinated Science Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
1INTRODUCTION:
In control system theory, one often must consider variations 
in the solution of a system of ordinary first-order differential 
equations caused by various factors. Thus, when dealing with the stability 
of a control system (in the sense of Liapunov, for example), one con­
siders variations in the state trajectory (or motion) of the system 
caused by variations in the initial state of the system. When investi­
gating the problem of choosing a control that '’optimizes” a given per­
formance index, one considers variations in the performance index caused 
by variations in the control function. Finally, in sensitivity analysis 
one considers the sensitivity of the system indicated by variations in 
the performance index due to changes in the parameter values.
It is then useful to have, in addition to existence theorems, 
theorems pointing out conditions in order that the solution of a differ­
ential equation system have nice properties such as uniqueness, continuity 
in the initial state or parameter values, etc. The Cauchy-Lipschitz 
existence and uniqueness theorem (see [l], [2], [3])^ deals with the 
solution of the following system of first-order differential equations, 
with given initial time and state, and given constant parameters:
x±(t) = fi(x]L(t), „., ,xn(t) ; ; t)
x.(t°)= x° i i
, O o . t x. giveni
i-1,2,
jd
dt
Numbers in brackets refer to references at the end of the
report,
2when the functions satisfy a Lipschitz condition in the variables
x ..J
In Section 2 of the report, it is pointed out that the Cauchy- 
Lipschitz theorem can be easily extended to the case where the system 
equations also contain a time-varying piecewise-continuous vector-valued
■fcontrol function u , viz», the following system:
x (t) = f (x,(t),...,x (t);u (t),..»,u (t);\ ,.».,\ ;t)i A A II JL I X  U
X.(t°) = x° 1 1
. ° O .t ,x„ given
i=l,2,» n.
if the functions f^ satisfy a Lipschitz condition in the variables u^ as 
well« Further, it is not necessary to require a constant in the definition 
of the Lipschitz condition as it is usually given» An integrable function 
can do as well, (This more general definition of the Lipschitz condition 
is discussed in Section 1,2»)
Of course, constant parameters are merely a special case of 
time-varying parameters and in the system equations, the parameters and 
the control functions have the same status» We will, therefore, assume 
that the control includes the constant parameters, i»e», we will consider 
the following system:
x (t) = f (x (t),»»»,x (t);u (t), x x x  n x u (t);t) r
x„ (ti
0X.1
o ot ,x given
i=l,2, n
(1)
Small letters with a bar underneath denote vectors in an 
Euclidean space, or vector-valued functions»
3About system (1), Theorem 1 in Section 2 says (roughly) that 
if the functions f satisfy a generalized Lipschitz condition in the 
x ’ s and in the u ’s which correspond to non-constant quantities, thej k
solution of (1) has the desirable properties of uniqueness, continuity 
in the initial time and the initial state. Further, the solution is 
’’continuous in the control,” (This last notion is briefly explained in 
Section 1,1,)
In general, we are not interested as much in only proving the 
existence of a solution as in knowing whether a solution continues to 
exist even if we perturb the conditions(the initial state, or the con­
trol, for example), and whether the changes or variations in the solution 
have desirable properties, A key result in this direction is Theorem 2 
in Section 2,
It may be noted that the theorems given in Section 2 are straight­
forward extensions of their usual forms. Nothing really new is involved 
in their proofs and so the proofs will be omitted here. For detailed 
proofs of the usual forms of Theorems 1 and 2 in Section 2, the reader 
is referred to [1], [2], [3],
In Section 3,1, an immediate application of these results 
is made to "finite-time stability” of the system (1), In Section 3,2, 
the Pontryagin Maximum Principle is derived as a necessary condition for 
an optimum control when the functions f^ in (1) satisfy a generalized
Lipschitz condition in the x.'s and u Ts.J K
4SECTION 1. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Section 1.1. Meaning of "The Solution of (1)" and notation for the 
solution.
By a solution of the system (1), if one exists, we mean a
vector-valued differential function of the real variable t (which is
usually the time variable) which satisfies the differentiable equations in
o o(1), has the given initial state x at the given initial time t , and
ois defined on some t-interval containing t . In general, the solution
owill depend upon the particular choice of initial state x , initial 
time t° and the control function u. The x° (components of the vector 
x°) and t° are real numbers, whereas the control u is itself a vector­
valued function of t, often restricted to be of a certain type, such as 
for example, piecewise-continuous.
Suppose now that we are able to assert the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of (1) for certain values of the initial 
time which form a subset J, say, of the real numbers, for certain values 
of the initial state which form a subset X, say of Euclidean n-space, 
and for certain control functions u which form a set U, say of functions. 
Then for given t* 6 J, x* 6 X and u* € U, we have a unique solution of 
(1). Clearly there is a functional correspondence between the three 
quantities initial time, initial time and control, and the solution of
(1). The solution of (1), therefore, can be regarded as a function of
o othe real variables x and t , and the function variable u, in addition 
to the real variable t. To make this explicit, we will write the 
solution as
^(t;x*,t*,u*)
where, for given x* 6 X, t* € J and u* e U, ^ is a vector-valued 
differentiable function of t, defined on some t-interval containing t*.+ 
In general the largest t-interval I* on which the solution exists will 
also depend on x*, t* and u*.
Since <£ is as truly a function of the real variables x* 
and t* as it is of the real variable t, we can define joint continuity 
of the solution £ in t, the initial state x* and the initial time t* as 
follows. We say that is jointly continuous in the variables t, x* 
and t* at the point (x°, t°,u) in the region X x J x U)^ and at t 6 1°, 
if give a number 6 > 0, there exist numbers 61,62,63, all positive, 
such that if
(x*,t*,u) 6 (X x J x U)
with
I * i  - x i l ! < 6i i=l,...,n
I t *  -  t ° l < 62
then I* f| I°j> i.e„, the common t-interval of definition of the corres­
ponding solutions ^(t;x*,t*,u) and ^(t;x°,t°,u) is not empty and for
t' € I* f| 1° such that jt-t’j < 63, 
j 0i(t”,;x*,t*,u) - 0i(t;x°,t°,u j < € i=l,...,n
+In the notation ^(t;x*,t*,u*) the symbol u* is intended to 
represent the entire vector-valued control function and not just a vector.
+X x J x U denotes the cartesian product of the sets X, J and 
U in that order.
6We may ask: can we define continuity of the solution ^
in the control u? The answer is yes, if we can define a distance function 
or metric d on the function space U of the function variable u.+ Thus 
we will say that £ is Md-continuous in u" if given a number 6 > 0, there 
exists a number 6 > 0 such that for
u*,u° e U with d(u*,u°) < 6,
I* H 1° is not empty and for t e I* f] 1°,
\0± Ct;x°,t°,u*) - 0i(t;x°,t°,uO)| < 6 i=l,...,n.
We can define joint continuity of £ in t, x*j t* and u* in 
an obvious way. (See reference [9] for continuity of a general mapping 
between normed" linear. spaces ^ )
We will take as our function space U the one most often con­
sidered, viz., the space D° of piecewise-continuous functions defined 
on closed t-intervals and we will define a distance function d on U as 
follows.
Let u°,u* be piecewise-continuous functions defined on t-intervals 
1° and I* respectively such that I* fl 1° is not empty. The distance 
d(u°,u*> between u° and u* is then given by:
d(u ,u*) = max
1 < i < r
sup j u°(t) - u*(t)|
t e(i*ni )
+Here u stands for an entire vector-valued function and not 
just a vector.
7o . . .Neighborhood of a Control function; If u is a given piecewise-
continuous function on a t-interval 1°, we will call the set of all
piecewise-continuous functions u, defined on closed t-intervals whose
intersections with 1° are not empty, and such that d(u ,u*) < 6, the
o6-neighborhood of the given function u .
Section 1,2. The Generalized Lipschitz Condition
Suppose we have a function f(t,x,u) of the real variables t, 
x(n-vector) and u(r-vector) defined in a region A of Euclidean (1+n+r)- 
space. We will say that it satisfies a generalized Lipschitz condition 
in the variable x, relative to the variable t, if there exist nonnegative 
functions L^t) such that they are defined and integrable on each finite 
t-interval contained in A, and such that if
then
(t,x,u) e A, (t,x',u) 6 A,
f(t,x',u)
n
< S L (t) 
i=l
We will also say that f satisfies a Lipschitz condition in the x ^ s  with
L.(t).
In the usual definition of the Lipschitz condition, one has
constants L instead of the functions L.(t). Since the L.(t) are in- l i i
tegrable on finite intervals and hence are bounded on finite intervals, 
a generalized Lipschitz condition implies a Lipschitz condition in the 
usual sense on a finite t-interval, but not conversely.
8The motivation for the new form of the Lipschitz condition is 
that in the case of a linear system
x(t) = A(t) X(t) + B(t) u(t), ( 2 )
letting f(x,u,t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t),
we have:
i n i I r|f.(x,u,t) - f (xT,u,it) < 2 A (t) ( x - x ’)|+ 2 IB (t) I u -ù'' i i j_* -*-J J J k_^ I ^ *
Hence, system (2), i.e., the right-hand side of (2) satisfies a Lipschitz
condition in the x.'s and u 's with L..(t) = A..(t) and M (t) =J k ij ij lk
B., (t) .lk
SECTION 2. THE BASIC RESULTS
As stated earlier, Theorems 1 and 2 below involve only slight 
modifications of the corresponding theorems without the control functions, 
and so their proofs will be omitted.
In Theorem 1, we have essentially an extension of the Cauchy- 
Lipschitz theorem for system (1). The Lipschitz condition in the u^ *s 
is used to prove the joint continuity of the so-called Picard itérants 
([2]) in x* and u*, and hence the joint continuity of their 'uniform 
limit", which is the solution^ of (1). The Lipschitz condition is not 
required to be satisfied for the u ’s that actually represent constantj
parameters.
Theorem 2 is a theorem "in the large" in the sense that if a 
solution is known to exist, we can assert that a solution exists even with 
small changes in the initial state, initial time, or the control.
9Theorem 1: 
Hypotheses:
(A) i=l,...,n, are n real-valued-f unctions of
(nfr+l) real variables [n x.'s, r u 's and one t] defined and continuous
on a region R x A of Euclidean (nfr+l)-space. where R is an open u
region of (n+l)-space and A^ is given by:
A = u 1 u a. < u . < 6., i=l, i — i — 3
o owhere the a ,13 are given constants. Also x , t are given constants i3 i — 7
such that
(x0,t°) e R.
(B) The fi satisfy a Lipschitz condition in the x^'s and
u, 's, with L. .(t) and M., (t) respectively in R X A . (See Section 1.2). k 3 ij lk u
Conclusions:
(A) There exists a number b > 0, and n real-valued functions
0i(tix*,t*,u*)*
where x* is an n-vector, u* r-vector, of (1+n+l) real variables t, 
x* and t*, and r function variables uj** For given x*, t* satisfying the 
conditions:
+Here u stands for a single (generic) vector.
+Here u* stands for an entire vector-valued function.
10
i * o /
|Xi " Xil - b
and for given u*, which is a piecewise-continuous function defined on
oa t-interval T* containing t as an interior point and contained in
A . with d
u*(t) 6 Au for all t € I*
(i.e., such that the graph of the function u* lies in Au), the 0  ^ are 
defined on the t-interval [t*-b, t*+b]„
(B) The functions 0 have the following properties:
(1) They are jointly continuous in t, x*, t* and u*.
(2) They are differentiable with respect to t for given 
x*, t* and u* , and
90. (t;x*,ts,%h*)
— ----gt------- “ , u*(t),t); i=l,... ,n on [t*-b,t*+b]
(3) 0 (t*;x*,t*,u*) = x*J i=l,... ,n, and
(4) The functions 0  ^ are unique so far as having prop­
erties (1), (2) and (3) is concerned.
Note: In other words, the function 0 , regarded as functions
of the variable t only, for given fixed x*, t* and u* are thus the 
solution of (1), under control uf having the initial state x* at initial
time t*.
11
Theorem 2;
Hypotheses; Hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. Further:
^  -*30(C) For some given t, T(T>t), and a piecewise-continuous 
control function u on the t-interval [t;,T] such that u(t) e Au for all 
t € [t,T], there exists a differentiable function (J>(t) which is a 
solution of (1) such that
(£(t),t) € R for all t 6 [t,T],
Conclusion: There exist numbers c-yjC2>C3i a11 positive, such that for
each x*, t* and u* satisfying,
|Xi " ^ i (*} I < C1 i=1>**->n
|t* - t | < c2
d(u*,u) < c - 9 3
u* a piecewise-continuous function on [t*,T] with values in Au> (i) has 
a unique solution
^(t;x*,t*,u*)
defined on [t*,T] and continuous in all of its variables,
SECTION 3. APPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS OF SECTION 2
Section 3,1, Finite-time Stability of Control Systems,
We now give an immediate application of Theorem 2 of the 
previous section to finite-time stability of the system (1). First, we 
define what is meant by finite-time stability in the present investigation.
12
o ,Suppose for a given initial time t } given initial state xo
o o o o.and given control function u } (1) has a unique solution^(t;x ,t ,u ).
We can then make the following two definitions.
o o o.Definition 1; The solution ^ (t;x }t ,u ) of (1) is finite­
time stable with respect to the initial state if given a number T>to
and a number e>03 there exists a number SX) such that if x* is a point 
in Euclidean n-space satisfying
Remark: In other words} the perturbed or varied solution
(’motion*') of (1)^  corresponding to a different initial state., stays 
arbitrarily close to the original solution (motion) over a prescribed 
finite time-interval provided the variation in the initial state is 
’’small enough.”
Similarly we have:
there exists a number 6X) such that if u* is any piecewise-continuous
x* - x° < 5  i =1.....n 1 1 1  ? ?1 1
(1) has solution corresponding to initial time t° and control function 
u0, but initial state x*, defined on [t°,T] and
Definiton 2 : The solution j£(t;x0  ^t ^ u 0) of (1) is finite-time
ostable with respect to the control function if given numbers T>t } eX),
control function defined on [t°,T], satisfying d(u*,u°) < b, then (1) has
o oa solution corresponding to initial time t and initial state x 3 but con­
trol function u* and
0i(t;x°>t°>u*) - 0i(t;x°^t ,.,n for all t e {t°,T],< € j i=l}.
13
We can define finite-time stability with respect to the 
initial time in a similar manner.
If the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied, then according 
to Theorem 2, the solution ^  is jointly continuous in t,x*,t* and u*.
Since the definition of finite-time stability is precisely that of 
continuity in one variable (x or u) uniformly with respect to another 
variable (t), we immediately conclude that the solution of (1) is 
finite-time stable with respect to the initial state and the control 
function. Formally, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3 :
Given the system (1), suppose the f^ are defined, continuous
and satisfy a generalized Lipschitz condition in the x^'s in an open
region R of (n+l)-space, and for a < u < B (a, B given constants). If
othe system has a solution defined for all t > t , for the initial state 
x°, then the solution is finite-time stable with respect to the initial 
state. If, further, the f_^ satisfy a generalized Lipschitz condition in 
the u ’s, the solution of (1) is finite-time stable with respect to the 
control.
Remark: The concept of finite-time stability has been con­
sidered earlier by Chzhan-sy-in, [4], and Dorato [5], They have also 
considered the problem of relating the numbers 6,6 and T in definition 
1 for linear, time-invariant and time-varying systems. Their results 
are immediately extendable to systems satisfying a generalized Lipschitz 
condition. The Lipschitz condition guarantees (according to Theorem 2) 
the existence of the perturbed motion for sufficiently small perturbations. 
We have the following result.
14
Theorem 4;
Hypotheses: Hypotheses of Theorem 2 are valid. Further, let \(t) denote
the "Perron root" (the largest eigenvalue) of the real, symmetric, 
positive matrix L*(t) defined as follows:
L*<t) = \ {[L.j(t)] + [L1J (t)]'rj.
where [L. . (t)] is the square matrix of the functions L. .(t), i,i=l,.ij ij 9 ’ ’
Tand [L. .(t)] is its transpose, t J
. . ,n,
Conclusions : Given a number 6X), let
Ô = min [C1, e exp (- J \(T) dT)],
where c^ is the number in the conclusion of Theorem 2. Then, for a
operturbation of the initial state from x to x* such that
I x* - x° I < 6I 1 11
o ovthe perturbed motion of (1), ^>(t;x*,t ,u ) exists on the time-interval 
[t°,T] and
| 0±(t;x*,t°,u°) - 0i(t;x°,t°,u°)| < 6 ; i=l,...,n for all t € [t°,T],
Proof:+ Since 6 < c^, by Theorem 2, the perturbed motion ^(t;x*,t°,u°)
r o ndoes exist on the time-interval [t ,TJ.
For brevity, let us denote the original motion <£(t;x°,t°,u°)
byy (t) and the perturbed motion ^(t;x*,t°,u°) byl^(t). Then, as in
the proof of the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem, (¿(t) and (t) are the limits
( n) (n)of uniformly convergent sequences ^  ;(t) and ;(t), say of the Picard
iterants defined as follows:
+We have avoided the use of the Bellman-Gronwall inequality in 
the proof by taking resort to the Picard iterants.
15
* ( 0 ) < t > = K °  t  
(1)J(t) = x° + J fC(ÿ0(t,),u0C^ ),Ç,) d£,
(n+1) o I» (n) o
f_ (t) = x + J f ( £  ( £ ) ,u  (£ ) ,£ ,)
and
|_(o)(t) = x*
( 1 )
(n+1)
(t) = 2E* + J f(^(o)(£),u°(£>,£) d£
yj(n+1)(t) = x* + J f(^(n)(U,u°(£),U d£f
Let us compare the itérants which arise at each step. First,
k i ° ) ( t )  ■ f i ° ) ( t ) l = |x° -  x*| < 6 .
Then,
t
xi) + J" f.(x*,u°a),£,)]
0x. -1 X*X
t°
\ + f \1 n • f ^ (xt°
t n0x. -1 X* I 1 1i + I 2
t° j=l
°,u°(0 , 0  -
Lij(°
using the Lipschitz condition. Now, since \(t) is the Perron root of 
L(t), for xX),
L(t) x < \(t) x (See [8])
16
and so,
n
£ L. .(t) x . < \(t) x . . 
j=i 1J J - j
Hence,
-T|^1)(t)| < 6 + 6 J" U4) d£ = 6 [1 + J \(4) d^].
Next we have
H,i2>(t) ■ yli2>(t)l ^ l x° ' xil + J |f1(lf'(1)(U,u0(4)^) -
t°
- f 1('^(1)(4),u°(4>,4>f d4
t n
< 6  + J 2 L (4)1 f ( 1 ) (J) - V j a ) (4)| dC,
.O .isl J J IJ
< 6 + J * 6 [1 + J* \(p) dp] d£
»6 [1 + J \<U d^  +
if uo dt,]: 
to
] .
In general,
t [Jo x(o  n
| ^ n)(t) ^n)(t)j < 6 [1 + J \<4) d4 + ... + ----— ------ ]
Taking the limit as n -*oo, since (t) -*yA(t) and 1Iy(t) -* yj ^ (t)
tthe sequence  ^ ( ^ n
■is [1 + J \(£,) d£, + ... + ]T
 ^ .o Jn=l
(n) and
is monotone increasing and converges to
17
exp J \(p dt,,
we have
|lf <t) - n ±Ct)| < 6 exp J \<£) dt, 
' . o
< 6 exp J \(£,) d£ since \(£) > 0
< € Q.E.D.
Remark; If the f^  satisfy a Lipschitz condition in the u.'s,1 1 t J
we can relate 6,€ and T in definition 2 in a similar way and have a 
result analogous to Theorem 4 for the control function.
Section 3.2. Derivation of the Pontryagin Maximum Principle using the 
Calculus of Variations.
It appears that in giving a rigorous proof of the fact that 
the Maximum Principle and the Transversality Condition ([6]) are a necessary 
condition for a locally optimum control using the Calculus of Variations 
approach, something like the existence theorems of Section 2 is needed.
The reason for this is as follows.
Suppose we are considering the problem of "optimizing" (minimiz­
ing, say, for definiteness) the value of a performance index J, defined 
as follows for the system (1), by choosing the control u properly:
J(u) = J G(x(C,),u(£),£) (3)
t°
The control u appearing in (3) is to be chosen from a given class U of 
control functions and is further required to be such that it "takes" the
18
o osystem (1) from a given initial state x at a given initial time t to
f f oa given final state x at some final time t > t .
To derive the necessary conditions for a given control u* on 
o f *some interval [t , t ] to be a local minimal (that is, to make the
\
value of J a local minimum), one adopts the following procedure in the 
Calculus of Variations approach. Since u* is a local minimal, there 
exist numbers 6X), 6X) such that all u which lie in the 6-neighborhood
of u* (see Section 1.1) and which lie in the given class U and which
o o f  f f f* f*take (1) from x at t to x at some time t , where t e [t -6,t +6],
make J greater than or equal to its values J(u*) for u*. One then
computes the first variation of the performance index J for these u
and sets the first variation greater than or equal to zero to get some
relation or relations involving the minimal u*.
In the above method, in addition to assuming that a minimal 
control u* does exist, one implicitly assumes that in every "sufficiently 
small" neighborhood of the minimal control u*, there does exist a
control different from u*, which lies in the given class U; for it, the
o o f f* fsolution of (1) exists and passes through x at t and x at t + 6t ,
fwhere 6t is arbitrarily small. How do we know whether this does happen? 
In general, we may not but if in (1), the f^'s satisfy a generalized 
Lipschitz condition in the x^ *s and u ^ s  in a certain open region con­
taining the minimal control u* and the corresponding trajectory x*,
we know from Theorem 2 that every control in a sufficiently small
o o ~ f*neighborhood of u* takes x at t to a point x at a time t , where the 
~ fpoint x is not exactly x as desired, but is arbitrarly close to the
fdesired final state x .
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If, further, there exist positive functions N.,(t) such thatIK
in the same open region as mentioned above,
>t) - ^(£,11 ,t)|> ^  Nik(t) 
k=l
uk - uk ;1=1’---’n
then, from an extension of a result proved by Rakovschik [7], given an
farbitrarily small time interval St and an arbitrarily small control
fregion, there exists a neighborhood of the point x such that all points
f t £in this neighborhood can be taken to x in the time interval 5t , using
only piecewise-constant control lying in the prescribed region.
Combining the conclusions of the last two paragraphs, we have
the following assertion. Given an arbitrary neighborhood of u* and 
r farbitrarily small ot > 0 , there exists a number p >0 such that every 
control u^ in the p-neighborhood of u* lies in the given neighborhood
r O f -iof u* and the given class U; also this u defined on [t ,t J can be ex-
f Vi f vfc f -itended on ^t ,t + & t J so as still to remain in the p-neighborhood of
r o f c f 1 o ou* and U, and the "entire" control u on It ,t + o t  J takes x at t to 
f f* r fx_ at t + Ot . Moreover, from Theorem 2, the variation in the state 
trajectory for such ii' s is uniformly small.
Figure 1 displays the above considerations when x is a scalar.
20
Trajectory x* 
corresponding
Fig. 1
We now state and prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5:
Hypotheses: The hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. In addition,
8fi 9G(C) The partial derivatives i,j=l,...,n (see
Xj XJ
equations (1) and (3)) exist and are continuous in the region R x A .u
(D) There exist positive functions N±k(t), i=l,...,n, k=l, 
...,r such that for
(x,t) e R, u1, u2 6
|fi ^ ^  > E Nik(t) I uk " Ukl; i ss l > - - - > nk=l
21
o f *(E) u* on [t ,t ] is a piecewise-continuous control lying
in Au such that the corresponding state trajectory x* exists and passes
o o f f*through the point x at time t and the point x at time t . Further
u* is a local minimal for the performance index J, i.e., there exists
a number €>0 such that for all the u in the e-neighborhood of u* which
lie in Au and take x° at t° to xf at some time tf> t°,
J[u] > J[u*]
(F) A function JC, the so-called Hamiltonian function of the 
system, is defined as follows:
n n
JC(X,jariv5XiCr) = Z v f + Z X \ - ,,a) (4)
i=l i=l
where \,v,X are n-vectors, jj, is a r-vector, and (J is a scalar.
Conclusions :
(A) The adjoint system of differential equations 
?)G n 9f .
f i (t) = 9^7 " .S1 ^j(t) aTT ; 1=1i***ini j=i i
(5)
is a time-varying linear system, when for each control u such that (1)
3G 9f jhas a solution, the partial derivatives 's and g^~’s above are
1 i
evaluated on the trajectory x(t) corresponding to the control u(t).
If (1) has a solution, (5) has a unique solution passing through 
o oa given point, «¡/ say, at t . We will call it the solution of (5) 
corresponding to the given u.
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(B) K(x*(t),u*(t),i£*(t),(j,*(t),t) > 3C(x*(t)>u(t)^*(t)^*(t)it)
o f *for all u(t) described in hypothesis (D) and for all t in [t ,t ], where 
^*(t) is the solution of (5) corresponding to the optimal u*„
(C) K(x*Ctf >,u*(tf ),tf ) < 0.
Remark: Conclusion (B) is the Pontryagin Maximum Principle.
Conclusion (C) is the Transversality Condition.
Proof: Conclusion (A) is trivial,
fChoose 6t > 0  arbitrarily small. Then by the considerations
preceding the theorem, there exists a number^ >0, such that every control 
o f *u(t) on [t ,t ] satisfying
|U±(t) - u*(t)j < p  on [t°,tf*], i=l,...,r
lies in the e-neighborhood of u* and also in Au , and it has an extension 
u'(t) on [tf ,tf + 6tf] such that
|u l (g) - u*(tf)j < p on [tf*,tf*+ 6tf], i=l,...,r
(u clearly lies in the e-neighborhood of u* and in Au ) and the combined 
control "u followed by u'" takes x at t to x at t + 8t . Hence the 
combined control "u followed by Tf" satisfies the conditions mentioned 
in hypothesis (E). Denoting the control "u followed by 'u" by (u+Tp 
for brevity,
J (u+u) > J (u*).
If the trajectory corresponding to (u+if) is denoted by x(t)
(it exists by Theorem 2), the change in the performance index is given
by:
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f * f* ft + 6t
J(u+5) - J(u*) = [ J G(x(;),u(P,C) d£ + J* Q M O & O ' V  ^  ]
o . f *
f *
- [ j  G(x*(P,u*(£,),£) d£, ( 6)
Now:
6 , n
I
a
~  l s f», (t) x (t)] dt 
dt i= i  1 1
[ s V- <*> x -<*>]
i= l  1 1
t=B
t=a
if (f) (t), xjL(t) are defined on [a,B]. Then, adding and subtracting 
terms of the form
f* f 
t  + fit
f *t . n
^  [ S <f£(t) xi(t)] dt and J  ^  [ 2 £f)*(t) x*(t)]dt 
o i=l O i=l
we get from (6),
f*
J (u+u ) -  J ( u * )  = J  [ 5 C ( x * ( C ) , u * ( i , ) , ^ * ( i , ) , j / * ( C ) ^ )  ~ 5 C ( x ( U ^ ( l ) ^ ( C ) ^ ( ^ ) i C ] dC»
f*  C4.f „ . t - tt + 6t n t-t
+ f K ( . A i ) , ¿ 0=' ) . i ')+ [ r^*(t) x*(t)]
i=l t
f *
t=t
- [ 2 iy. (t) X (t) ] 
i=l 1
f* f t=t + fit
t=t (7)
Adding and subtracting the term
f *
j  JC(x*(0,u(P,!£*<0,f*(P,0 d£,
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we have from (7) after some cancellation, up to quantities of the first 
order of magnitude: 
tf*
j [u+u ] - j [u*] ~ j
ot
P p p 4 J? p >L> p
+ K(x*(tf ),u*(tf ),£*<tf ),tf ) 6tf (8)
fSince 5t > 0 is arbitrary, u is arbitrary in the y>-neighborhood of u*, and 
Jj/u+u*] > J[u*], we get conclusions (B) and (C) . Q.E.D.
Remark: It may be noted that conclusion (B) does not say
3C(x*(t),u*(t),^*(t)^*(t),t) > JC(x*(t) ,u,^*(t),j£*(t),t) for any u e Au .
Hence, 3f(x* (t) ,u, (^* (t) ,(£* (t) , t) , regarded as a function of the variables 
u and t only+, has only a local maximum at the value u*(t) of u for each t.
Conclusion
It was shown that an extension of the classical Cauchy-Lipschitz 
theorem enables us to assert the existence of the solution of a system 
of ordinary first-order differential equations involving time-varying 
parameters such as control variables, if a Lipschitz condition is satisfied. 
An associated theorem guarantees the existence of a solution even if the 
initial time, initial state or control function are slightly perturbed.
Using these theorems, certain qualitative and quantitative 
results regarding finite-time stability were obtained.
Finally, the calculus of variations approach to the derivation 
of the Maximum Principle was rigorized. The Maximum Principle is seen 
+Here u denotes a single vector.
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to be a necessary condition for only a local minimum according to this 
approach. In general, a variational approach can establish only local 
and not global properties.
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